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I. Introduction 
The concept of golden ratio division appeared more than 2400 years ago as evidenced in art & 

architecture. It is possible that the magical golden ratio divisions of parts are rather closely associated with the 

notion of beauty in pleasing, harmonious proportions expressed in different areas of knowledge by scientists, 

biologists, physicist, artists, musicians, historians, architects, psychologists, and even mystics. For example, the 

Greek sculptor Phidias (490–430 BC) made the Parthenon statues in a way that seems to embody the golden 

ratio; Plato (427–347BC), in his Timaeus, describes the five possible regular solids, known as the Platonic solids 

(tetrahedron, cube, octahedron, dodecahedron, and icosahedron), some of which are related to the golden ratio. 

The properties of the golden ratio were mentioned in the works of the ancient Greeks Pythagoras (c. 580–c. 500 

BC) and Euclid (c. 325–c. 265 BC), the Italian mathematician Leonardo of Pisa (1170s or 1180s–1250), and the 

Renaissance astronomer J. Kepler (1571–1630). Specifically, in book VI of theElements, Euclid gave the 

following definition of the golden ratio: "A straight line is said to have been cut in extreme and mean ratio 

when, as the whole line is to the greater segment, so is the greater to the less". Therein Euclid showed that the 

“mean and extreme ratio", the name used for the golden ratio until about the 18
th

century, is an irrational number. 

In 1509 L. Pacioli published the bookDivine Proportion, which gave new impetus to the theory of the golden 

ratio; in particular, he illustrated the golden ratio as applied to human faces by artists, architects, scientists, and 

mystics. G. Cardano (1545) mentioned the golden ratio in his famous book Ars Magna, where he solved 

quadratic and cubic equations and was the first to explicitly make calculations with complex numbers. Later M. 

Mästlin (1597) the reciprocal. J.Kepler (1608) showed that the ratios of Fibonacci numbers approximate the 

value of the golden ratio and described the golden ratio as a "precious jewel”. Throughout history many people 

have tried to attribute some kind of magic or cult meaning as a valid description of nature and attempted to 

prove that the golden ratio was incorporated into different architecture and art objects (like the Great Pyramid, 

the Parthenon, old buildings, sculptures and pictures). But modern investigations (for example, G. Markowsky 

(1992), C. Falbo (2005), and A. Olariu(2007) showed that these are mostly misconceptions: the differences 

between the golden ratio and real ratios of these objects in many cases reach 20–30% or more. 

Some of the greatest mathematical minds of all ages, from Pythagoras and Euclid in ancient Greece, 

through the medieval Italian mathematician Leonardo of Pisa and the Renaissance astronomer Johannes Kepler, 

to present-day scientific figures such as Oxford physicist Roger Penrose, have spent endless hours over this 

simple ratio and its properties. Biologists, artists, musicians, historians, architects, psychologists, and even 

mystics have pondered and debated the basis of its ubiquity and appeal. In fact, it is probably fair to say that the 

Golden Ratio has inspired thinkers of all disciplines like no other number in the history of mathematics. 

Ancient Greek mathematicians first studied what we now call the golden ratio because of its frequent 

appearance in geometry; the division of a line into "extreme and mean ratio" (the golden section) is important in 

the geometry of regular pentagrams and pentagons. According to one story, 5th-century BC mathematician 

Hippasus discovered that the golden ratio was neither a whole number nor a fraction (an irrational number), 

surprising Pythagoreans. Euclid's Elements (c. 300 BC) provides several propositions and their proofs 

employing the golden ratio and contains the first known definition: A straight line is said to have been cut in 

extreme and mean ratio when, as the whole line is to the greater segment, so is the greater to the lesser. Michael 

Maestlin, the first to write a decimal approximation of the ratio. The golden ratio was studied peripherally over 

the next millennium. Abu Kamil (c. 850–930) employed it in his geometric calculations of pentagons and 

decagons; his writings influenced that of Fibonacci (Leonardo of Pisa) (c. 1170–1250), who used the ratio in 

related geometry problems, though never connected it to the series of numbers named after him. Luca Pacioli 

named his book Divina proportione (1509) after the ratio and explored its properties including its appearance in 

some of the Platonic solids. Leonardo da Vinci, who illustrated the aforementioned book, called the ratio the 

sectioaurea ('golden section'). 16th-century mathematicians such as Rafael Bombelli solved geometric problems 

using the ratio. 

German mathematician Simon Jacob (d. 1564) noted that consecutive Fibonacci numbers converge to 

the golden ratio; this was rediscovered by Johannes Kepler in 1608. The first known decimal approximation of 

the (inverse) golden ratio was stated as "about 0.6180340" in 1597 by Michael Maestlin of the University of 

Tübingen in a letter to Kepler, his former student. The same year, Kepler wrote to Maestlin of the Kepler 

triangle, which combines the golden ratio with the Pythagorean theorem. Kepler said of these: Geometry has 

two great treasures: one is the Theorem of Pythagoras, and the other the division of a line into extreme and mean 

ratio; the first we may compare to a measure of gold, the second we may name a precious jewel.18th-century 

mathematicians Abraham de Moivre, Daniel Bernoulli, and Leonhard Euler used a golden ratio-based formula 

which finds the value of a Fibonacci number based on its placement in the sequence; in 1843 this was 

rediscovered by Jacques Philippe Marie Binet, for whom it was named "Binet's formula". Martin Ohm first used 

the German term goldenerSchnitt ('golden section') to describe the ratio in 1835. James Sully used the 

equivalent English term in 1875. 
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By 1910, mathematician Mark Barr began using the Greek letter Phi (φ) as a symbol for the golden 

ratio. It has also been represented by tau (τ), the first letter of the ancient Greek τομή ('cut' or 'section'). Between 

1973 and 1974, Roger Penrose developed Penrose tiling, a pattern related to the golden ratio both in the ratio of 

areas of its two rhombic tiles and in their relative frequency within the pattern. This led to Dan Shechtman's 

early 1980s discovery of quasicrystals, some of which exhibit icosahedral symmetry. 

A 2004 geometrical analysis of earlier research into the Great Mosque of Kairouan (670) reveals a 

consistent application of the golden ratio throughout the design. They found ratios close to the golden ratio in 

the overall layout and in the dimensions of the prayer space, the court, and the minaret. However, the areas with 

ratios close to the golden ratio were not part of the original plan and were likely added in a reconstruction. It has 

been speculated that the golden ratio was used by the designers of the Naqsh-e Jahan Square (1629) and the 

adjacent Lotfollah Mosque. 

The Swiss architect Le Corbusier, famous for his contributions to the modern international style, 

centered his design philosophy on systems of harmony and proportion. Le Corbusier's faith in the mathematical 

order of the universe was closely bound to the golden ratio and the Fibonacci series, which he described as 

"rhythms apparent to the eye and clear in their relations with one another. And these rhythms are at the very root 

of human activities. They resound in man by an organic inevitability, the same fine inevitability which causes 

the tracing out of the Golden Section by children, old men, savages and the learned”. Le Corbusier explicitly 

used the golden ratio in his Modulor system for the scale of architectural proportion. He saw this system as a 

continuation of the long tradition of Vitruvius, Leonardo da Vinci's "Vitruvian Man", the work of Leon Battista 

Alberti, and others who used the proportions of the human body to improve the appearance and function of 

architecture. In addition to the golden ratio, Le Corbusier based the system on human measurements, Fibonacci 

numbers, and the double unit. He took suggestion of the golden ratio in human proportions to an extreme: he 

sectioned his model human body's height at the navel with the two sections in golden ratio, then subdivided 

those sections in golden ratio at the knees and throat; he used these golden ratio proportions in the Modulor 

system. Le Corbusier's 1927 Villa Stein in Garches exemplified the Modulor system's application. The villa's 

rectangular ground plan, elevation, and inner structure closely approximate golden rectangles. 

Another Swiss architect, Mario Botta, bases many of his designs on geometric figures. Several private 

houses he designed in Switzerland are composed of squares and circles, cubes and cylinders. In a house he 

designed in Origlio, the golden ratio is the proportion between the central section and the side sections of the 

house.“Divine proportion”, a three-volume work by Luca Pacioli, was published in 1509. Pacioli, a Franciscan 

friar, was known mostly as a mathematician, but he was also trained and keenly interested in art. Divina 

proportione explored the mathematics of the golden ratio. Though it is often said that Pacioli advocated the 

golden ratio's application to yield pleasing, harmonious proportions, Livio points out that the interpretation has 

been traced to an error in 1799, and that Pacioli actually advocated the Vitruvian system of rational proportions. 

Pacioli also saw Catholic religious significance in the ratio, which led to his work's title. 

Leonardo da Vinci's illustrations of polyhedra in Divina proportione have led some to speculate that he 

incorporated the golden ratio in his paintings. But the suggestion that his Mona Lisa, for example, employs 

golden ratio proportions, is not supported by Leonardo's own writings. Similarly, although the Vitruvian Man is 

often shown in connection with the golden ratio, the proportions of the figure do not actually match it, and the 

text only mentions whole number ratios. 

Salvador Dalí, influenced by the works of MatilaGhyka, explicitly used the golden ratio in his 

masterpiece, The Sacrament of the Last Supper. The dimensions of the canvas are a golden rectangle. A huge 

dodecahedron, in perspective so that edges appear in golden ratio to one another, is suspended above and behind 

Jesus and dominates the composition. 

A statistical study on 565 works of art of different great painters, performed in 1999, found that these 

artists had not used the golden ratio in the size of their canvases. The study concluded that the average ratio of 

the two sides of the paintings studied is 1.34, with averages for individual artists ranging from 1.04 (Goya) to 

1.46 (Bellini). On the other hand, Pablo Tosto listed over 350 works by well-known artists, including more than 

100 which have canvasses with golden rectangle and root-5 proportions, and others with proportions like root-2, 

3, 4, and 6. According to Jan Tschichold, there was a time when deviations from the truly beautiful page 

proportions 2:3, 1:√3, and the Golden Section were rare. Many books produced between 1550 and 1770 show 

these proportions exactly, to within half a millimeter. According to some sources, the golden ratio is used in 

everyday design, for example in the proportions of playing cards, postcards, posters, light switch plates, and 

widescreen televisions. 

ErnőLendvai analyzes Béla Bartók's works as being based on two opposing systems, that of the golden 

ratio and the acoustic scale, though other music scholars reject that analysis. French composer Erik Satie used 

the golden ratio in several of his pieces. The golden ratio is also apparent in the organization of the sections in 

the music of Debussy's Reflets dans l'eau (Reflections in Water), from Images (1st series, 1905), in which "the 

sequence of keys is marked out by the intervals 34, 21, 13 and 8, and the main climax sits at the phi position". 
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The musicologist Roy Howat has observed that the formal boundaries of Debussy's La Mer correspond 

exactly to the golden section. Trezise finds the intrinsic evidence "remarkable" but cautions that no written or 

reported evidence suggests that Debussy consciously sought such proportions. Pearl Drums positions the air 

vents on its master‟s premium models based on the golden ratio. The company claims that this arrangement 

improves bass response and has applied for a patent on this innovation. 

Johannes Kepler wrote that "the image of man and woman stems from the divine proportion. In my 

opinion, the propagation of plants and the progeniture acts of animals are in the same ratio". The psychologist 

Adolf Zeising noted that the golden ratio appeared in phyllotaxis and argued from these patterns in nature that 

the golden ratio was a universal law. Zeising wrote in 1854 of a universal orthogenetic law of "striving for 

beauty and completeness in the realms of both nature and art". In 2010, the journal Science reported that the 

golden ratio is present at the atomic scale in the magnetic resonance of spins in cobalt niobite crystals. However, 

some have argued that many apparent manifestations of the golden ratio in nature, especially in regard to animal 

dimensions, are fictitious. The description of this proportion as Golden or Divine is fitting perhaps because it is 

seen by many to open the door to a deeper understanding of beauty and spirituality in life. That‟s an incredible 

role for one number to play, but then again, this one number has played an incredible role in human history and 

the universe at large. When the ancients discovered „Phi‟, they were certain they had stumbled across God‟s 

building block for the world. 

Leonardo Da Vinci has long been associated with the golden ratio. This association was reinforced in 

popular culture in 2003 by Dan Brown's bestselling book "The Da Vinci Code." The plot has pivotal clues 

involving the golden ratio and Fibonacci series. In 2006, the public awareness of the association grew when the 

book was turned into a movie starring veteran actor Tom Hanks. Da Vinci's association with the golden ratio, 

known in his time as the Divine proportion, runs much longer and deeper. Da Vinci's illustrations appear in 

Pacioli's book "The Divine Proportion" Da Vinci created the illustrations for the book "De Divina Proportione" 

(The Divine Proportion) by Luca Pacioli. It was written in about 1497 and first published in 1509. Pacioli was a 

contemporary of Da Vinci's, and the book contains dozens of beautiful illustrations of three-dimensional 

geometric solids and templates for script letters in calligraphy. 

The frequency of appearance of the Golden Ratio in nature implies its importance as a cosmological 

constant and sign of being fundamental characteristic of the Universe. Except than Leonardo Da Vinci‟s 

Monalisa it appears on the sunflower seed head, flower petals, pinecones, pineapple, tree branches, shell, 

hurricane, tornado, ocean wave, and animal flight patterns. It is also very prominent on human body as it 

appears on human face, legs, arms, fingers, shoulder, height, eye-nose-lips, and all over DNA molecules and 

human brain as well. It is inevitable in ancient Egyptian pyramids and many of the proportions of the Parthenon. 

But very few of us are aware of the fact that it is part and parcel for constituting black hole‟s entropy equations, 

black hole‟s specific heat change equation, also it appears at Komar Mass equation of black holes and 

Schwarzschild–Kottler metric - for null-geodesics with maximal radial acceleration at the turning point of orbits. 

But here in this book the discussion is limited to the exhibition of mathematical aptitude of Golden Ratio a.k.a. 

the Divine Proportion, the Cosmological Constant and the Fundamental Constant of Nature. 
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II. ALGEBRA 
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